Use Cases

|Small to Mid-Size Business

Cloud Creek Simplifies Data Management, Increases Cost Savings
and Reduces Risk for Small to Mid-Size Firms in Southern California
Database Monitoring 24x7x365 w/ local staff

Since 1996, Cloud Creek Systems has
been a leading Oracle technology
services provider and reseller to
companies across the United States
and Canada. Over the years, Cloud
Creek has completed more than 1600
consulting engagements spanning
over 300 valued customers. An
Oracle Gold Partner Cloud Creek
delivers a range of services, from
consulting to managed services to
Oracle solution acquisition. Using a
team approach, Cloud Creek provides
the expertise organizations need to
maximize the return on investment in
their Oracle solutions.
Awards and Accolades
•

2015 CIOReview – Top 20 Most
Promising Database Solution
Providers

•

2013 & 2012 Oracle Excellence
Award – Oracle on Oracle

•

2013 & 2012 Oracle Excellence
Award – Database, Engineered
Systems

•

2009 Oracle Global Partner
Award

•

2009 & 2007 Oracle Titan Award

Firms find that Cloud Creek’s DBA Managed Services are a fraction of the
cost of adding in-house DBA staff. Budget savings are spent on core
business goals. Cloud Creek’s proactive support allows stakeholders to
sleep at night knowing systems are being monitored 7x24.

Cloud Experts – ‘Born in the Cloud’, ‘Hybrid’ or ‘Lift and Shift’
Best Practices available to exploit public or private cloud to gain specific
business goals and budget priorities. Expertise in integration; performance
tuning; legacy systems issues; upgrades; consolidation and management.

Oracle on Oracle
Migration of Oracle Application and Technology onto Oracle Engineered
Systems result in significant license cost savings, performance
improvements and simplified system management.

Cost Savings License Strategies
A holistic review of systems architecture and licensing can lead to
identification of savings. Our ‘soft audit’ ensures compliance and rightsizing of products and quantities to support your business goals.

Specialized Skills for Pre-Sales POC or Post-Sales Deployment
Consulting can be bundled with software and/or hardware for
installation, design, tuning, integration, HA and DR. Deploy systems with
expert mentoring while ensuring future self-sufficiency.

Bucket of Hours ‘How To’ Support
Refillable ‘bucket of hours’ for ‘ask the experts’ as issues come up. Team
members are local employees and are intimately familiar with your
systems resulting in fast issue resolution.

Why Cloud Creek?
Cloud Creek Systems deploys Oracle technology using Best Practice prebuilt templates developed over 21 years, creating fast results and rock
solid systems. Services are delivered with a passion for problem solving
and customer success. After a first project, 97% of our clients hire us for
additional projects. That’s how we have served over 300 local clients with
1600+ projects and won 8 National Awards in the last 10 years.
Cloud Creek Systems, Inc. | www.cloudcreek.com | Phone: 818.865.2800

Cloud Creek Systems
Small to Mid-Size Business
Customer Use Cases
Born in the Cloud Startup
An industry data information startup hired Cloud Creek to design Cloud and Applications architecture.
Cloud Creek illustrated the advantages of Oracle Cloud and Oracle Cloud development tools. The custom
application collects information from clusters of devices nationwide and builds reports for device users.

Oracle DB replaces Microsoft SQL Server
A healthcare provider was running JD Edwards on Microsoft. Cloud Creek engaged with customer on
consolidation project for Oracle applications and corporate databases. Cloud Creek designed Oracle on
Oracle consolidation including migrating JD Edwards from SQL Server to Oracle DB

Consolidation on simplified Engineered Platform
Fast growing healthcare firm required data warehouse consolidation, integration and database security
strategy. Cloud Creek designed multi-layered solution spanning Hardware and Software layers, including
both Exadata, Private Cloud Appliance, ZFS and ODA for specific tasks.

Backup DBA Service enables customer to focus on new projects
A fast growing SaaS provider hit roadblocks in supporting 7x24 database operations. Cloud Creek was hired
to back up the DBA during crunch time and after hours. The company needed to keep their DBA from
burning out because of his deep business knowledge. This also allowed the firm to hire additional
programmers (rather than more full-time DBAs) to move forward on multiple stalled Oracle projects.

Diagnosis and Tuning for Social web site with millions of users
A leading social site requires high performance and uptime. Cloud Creek is expert partner responsible for
tuning and diagnosis of SQL and architecture bottlenecks. Cloud Creek uses team approach for problem
solving. Team members average 10+ years of DBA experience.

EBS Upgrade and Project Management
Manufacturing customer required EBS and DB upgrade to R12 and 12c. Cloud Creek teamed with client to
ensure all aspects of upgrades went smoothly and were project managed successfully. Cloud Creek
handled both Tech and Apps part of project.

Cloud Middleware and Database
Large California insurance company asked Cloud Creek to analyze and recommend Business Intelligence
architecture. Cloud Creek assisted company in deploying BI Cloud Service to meet analytics requirements.
Cloud Creek continues to be trusted advisor on corporate hybrid cloud architecture

Why Cloud Creek
Cloud Creek Systems deploys Oracle technology using Best Practice pre-built templates developed over 21
years, which create fast results and rock solid systems for clients. Services include Design and Deployment,
Performance Tuning, Optimal product licensing, and 24x7 DBA Managed Services at low cost and with a
passion for problem solving and customer success. After a first project, 97% of our clients hire us for additional
projects. That’s how we have served over 300 local clients with 1600+ projects and won 8 National Awards
from Oracle in the last 10 years. Call us for a free consultation!
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